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Ideas for efficient construction 

If cavities, passages or anchoring points have to be installed  

during the erection of modern buildings, the solutions of wbr 

are always demanded. The company wbr Rohr- und Bauele-

mente GmbH offers a comprehensive range of flexible and rigid  

metallic construction pipe systems. Intelligent solutions for  

modern and future structural engineering allow the realization of 

current requirements in an economical, reliable way and on an 

individual basis. Cavity pipes, tubular formwork, foundation form-

work, cladding pipes, form steel plates, displacement pipes and 

pipes for special usage allow a fast, cost-effective and reliable reali-

zation of constructional engineering of functional elements.  

More than 120 years have passed by since the industrial pioneer 

Heinrich Witzenmann founded a new industrial sector with the  

invention of the flexible metal hose.  It was almost at the same 

time when the engineer and inventor August Müller from  

Schwelm started with the mass production of metal drums, and 

later with the production of construction pipes. In 1989 the  

divisions of both the traditional companies for pipe construction 

founded a new company as a merger, which was separated in 

2000 as the Witzenmann Group and has since then been opera-

ting as an independent company in the international market.  

Today wbr is one of the leading producers of high-quality pipes 

for the modern construction technology. A qualified team  

supports well-known clients in the international construction  

industry with the realization of construction projects all over  

the world.  

It’s not only the visible parts which make up a building. Hidden in the interior, 
cavities, passages and canals are forming the specific character of the concrete 
elements. By using cladding pipes canals for clamping strands are being created 
and an increasing strength of buildings can be achieved due to using pre-
stressed concrete. Displacement pipes allow economic foundations, for bridge 
construction they can be used as “hollow blocks” in order to reduce the weight 
of buildings. Cavity pipes serve as vacant pipes for installation purposes. In this 
way, highly sophisticated solutions can be realized that we use in our every day 
business as a standard.  
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Unique by tradition

The exclusively by wbr manufactured longitudinal weld corrugated cladding 
pipes of the brand HYDRA® is an impressing prove for our unrivalled manuf-
acturing and developing competence. The brand HYDRA®-Baurohre stands 
for planners and construction companies for unparalleled quality all over 
Europe. It is backed by a highly developed manufacturing technology for pro-
ducing longitudinal weld metallic pipes. Unique is also the square cavity hole, 
which is quite common at constructions with pre-cast concrete elements.

The glorious heritage and the long lasting tradition, for which  

wbr Rohr- und Bauelemente GmbH is standing, means for 

us both, demand and obligation for the future. As a leader in  

quality and technology in the field of metallic construction pipes we 

have been partners of the international construction industry for  

decades. Our new modular system technology for fire safe  

passages is an example for our comprehensive engineering  

competence. Our technical solutions combine expert knowledge 

of engineers and practitioners with experience of decades from 

the large building sites in our world.

Regular product and process audits conducted by indepen-

dent internationally recognized and certified audit institutions  

ensure the conformity of our products with internationally  

accepted standards. Thus we take care that customers will  

receive exactly what the make HYDRA® represents for more 

than a century world-wide: That is highest quality standards and 

absolute reliability, which can be experienced by our customers 

during their project processes.
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International connections

A new transit expressway line from Brussels to Cologne connects the metro-
politan area of Cologne with the French railway net for express trains. For the 
realization of this project four large bridges had to be built in the Ardennes, com-
pletely made of pre-cast concrete elements. Three plants were busy to produce 
pre-stressed concrete elements. The company wbr has been delivering more than 
80,000 m cladding pipes in various types just-in-time, always right on schedule 
with the construction progress. In order to meet the specific requirements of this 
project wbr has exclusively manufactured a pipe with special corrugation.

Some decades have passed by since the first ideas about pre-

stressed concrete came up. In our days the usage of pre-stressed 

concrete is a common and well proven method, which allows the 

construction of especially stable and reliable buildings. In the natio-

nal and international regulations the requirements for pre-stressed 

processes are specified. This includes also the performance of pre-

stressing works together with the applicable requirements for the 

executing special companies and the specialized suppliers. Accor-

dingly the requirements for cladding pipes for adapting the pre-

stressing steels are clearly defined and regulated.

HYDRA® cladding pipes facilitate by their special shape the gap-

less pressurizing of cavities between pre-stressed steel and clad-

ding pipe walls with grout-in mortar. This ensures a permanent 

corrosion protection for the pre-stressed steel and the necessary 

joint for force transmission from the pre-stressed member to the 

cladding pipe, as well as from the cladding pipe to the surrounding 

concrete. This product advantage and the high manufacturing qua-

lity are the basis for the success of cladding pipes from wbr. They 

are used nowadays by many well-known special companies for 

pre-stressed concrete all over Europe.
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Free space created with cleverness

A manufacturer of commercial vehicles builds in the city of Wörth, located in 
the Palatinate at the western shore of the river Rhine a novel test track for 
trucks. One part of the project is a so called bad road section. The 2 km long 
„mogul slope“ made of more than 1,000 pre-cast concrete elements simulates 
the most rough field conditions. Each road plate contains an individual surface. 
The company wbr has delivered approximately 6,000 cavity pipes, which have 
been cast into the plates. Their special corrugation allow a force-fit connection 
at site and thus highest possible resistance.

Cavities in concrete constructions are the interfaces of the solid 

hull of a building. As vacant pipes, passages or cavities they provide 

flexibility in the modern building technology. They serve for supply 

or deposit lines and grouting openings, as well as for founding 

works and anchoring. 

For industrial and commercial buildings frequently special founda-

tions for the anchoring of machines and equipment are required, 

which also contain the anchoring and fixing points for the faste-

ning devices. With HYDRA® cavity pipes wbr has been developing 

reliable and economical solutions for this purpose. The special 

corrugation of the HYDRA® cavity pipes guarantees the optimum 

transfer of the occurring tension and pressure forces to the foun-

dation and creates a force-fit connection between anchor and 

foundation concrete. The availability in each desired length and a 

comprehensive series of nominal widths allow to offer solutions 

for almost every cavity requirement in an economic way

Flexible HYDRA® corrugated cladding pipes are mainly used in 

pre-cast concrete elements. If pre-cast concrete elements should 

be connected in a stable way the profiled HYDRA® corru- 

gated cladding pipes offer unique advantages as guiding pipes for 

anchoring rods. The corrugated profile gives the cavity pipe its 

strength and provides at the same time the necessary flexibility,  

in order to allow the construction of desired shapes. That means  

the required grouting opening can be achieved already with  

the pipe itself, which makes additional components and additional 

assembly works redundant. This is flexibility which creates measu-

rable advantages.
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Just erect your building  
wherever you want

The crossing of the Strelalsund, one of the largest bridge construction buil-
dings in Germany connects the Hanse-town Stralsund with the island Rügen 
in the Baltic Sea. The sandy and muddy soil of the Pommeranian marshland 
means a big challenge for any ambitious building project. HYDRA® pipe ele-
ments made by wbr helped with more than 400 reliable, high loadable large 
piles to build a foundation for the cable suspension bridge. After completion 
up to 30,000 vehicles will cross the bridge with three lanes and 4,100 m 
length day by day.

Piled foundations are miracle works of engineering, they are  

master pieces of the modern construction technology. Not only  

in the foundation area of a bridge HYDRA® displacement pipes  

can contribute to economic construction, but also in the bridge 

structure itself. The unique corrugated profile ensures stability,  

which makes additional supporting unnecessary.

By using wbr pipes as hollow bodies in bridges you can achieve 

savings for reinforcement steel and concrete, which in turn leads 

to tremendous reduction of weight. The thus more “lean” buildings 

fit better into the landscape and thus mean less distortions.

We of wbr have even been thinking a little bit further. A com- 

prehensive range of accessories opens opportunities for more 

applications. This includes push-fit fittings, covers, cones and  

anchoring against buoyancy in many variations. This opens for  

clever designs new dimensions of economical thinking.
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Outstanding performance  
as a standard

The construction of three large Metro Stations in the city center of  
Amsterdam was a logistical challenge for the three participating companies. 
The special construction with cover type architecture and the difficult 
ground required the usage of wbr pipes. HYDRA® displacement pipes  
were used for weight reduction purposes of the ceiling elements. Due  
to the limited space conditions in the city center an intermediate storage  
at site was impossible – but of course no problem thanks delivery  
just-in-time for wbr.

Major building sites do not always follow the scholar principles.  

At difficult grounds, under time pressure, at limited space condi-

tions or at special requirements for the building with regards to 

stability or functionality, the conventional approaches will quickly 

reach their limits. Innovative solutions can help to solve the pro-

blems and new ways should be explored, which do not stick to 

conventional procedures.
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Flexible elements from wbr are the solution. Whether it is in situ 

concrete, pre-cast concrete or the combination of both – the usa-

ge of displacement pipes from wbr makes modern constructing 

with concrete more economical and faster. The versatile products 

and the many different types create opportunities for developers 

and planners to creating outstanding solutions. These are solutions, 

which are at the same time economic and reliable. In combination 

with logistics which adapts easily to individual requirements, deve-

lopers achieve the highest possible flexibility in cooperation with 

wbr for their building projects. We are supporting our customers 

with our far reaching competence and the experience made with 

numerous building projects all over Europe.
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The basis for successful projects

For the construction of a new logistics and management centers for an  
international distribution chain in the west Austrian foothills of the Alps, 
a very tight schedule was demanded. The construction company decided 
therefore to use the HYDRA® foundation and tubular formwork. The  
partly square and partly octagonal formwork baskets with up to 16 m  
side lengths have been delivered in several batches each meeting the pro-
gress of the building project. In this way costs could be reduced and  
the construction time became shorter.

The modern industrial architecture always challenges the con-

struction physics. Much light and at the same time highest  possible 

reliability is demanded – less concrete, more glass. That asks 

for a clever design and the right technology. With the pre-cast  

elements the industry of pre-cast concrete elements contributes 

tremendously for meeting the high demands for design, ap- 

pearance, esthetics and functionality in an economic way.

The flexibility and variety of the products from the wbr GmbH 

becomes clear also with the tubular formwork. The customer can 

basically select from four different types, which all will individually 

meet the required features.

Besides the classical corrugated profile made of metal sheets, 

which is used as foundation quiver or for other cavities, this profile 

type is also used as perforated sheet metal for machine anchoring 

for adapting the fixtures. Thus an additional joint will be created by 

the perforated structure of the material besides the force-closed 

connection due to the corrugated profile, creating a homogenous 

connection between external and internal concrete. Thus a po-

tential gap development can be avoided.

If strength and profile depth are wanted, then types with trapezoid 

profile should be used. For larger cavity dimensions there is more-

over the possibility to deliver trapezoid cases as so called folding 

cases to the construction site. This is one of the most economic 

solutions when it comes to space savings and to minimize freight 

costs.
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Placing concrete is all you have to do

Also for constructing prisons a quick progress is always demanded. If the 
outer walls are built by pre-cast concrete elements U-shaped formwork are 
used for trough or slit formwork. By delivering many kilometers of pre-cast 
strip foundation elements as trough formwork for adapting the pre-cast 
elements wbr managed at several modern prison buildings a quick start and 
meeting always the specified schedule.

Special models of formwork with toothed gaps are being used 

for installations between reinforcement levels and for suppor-

ting ceilings and floors, as well as for general formwork. This is a 

cost saving alternative to conventional formwork, because these 

elements can remain in the concrete. Profiling and perforation 

create a suitable roughness, which ensures a force-fit connection 

between the construction elements. Our engineering – your  

advantage.
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The speed of the modern world has also reached the construc-

tion industry in the meantime. Soon means very often now, faster 

means immediately. Response is wanted in real time. That means 

shorter project times in the construction industry, without com-

promises in terms of costs or quality. This is because quality and 

reliability are synonyms for the safety of the users. That means  

safety of all of us, day by day. We from wbr have been developing  

solutions for it.

wbr is a demanded partner in the international construction in-

dustry when it comes to perform the construction fast, reliably 

and at the same time cost-effective. We support the projects of 

our customers with custom made formwork systems made of 

profiled elements, individually prepared for the respective cons-

truction characteristics. Ready to install HYDRA® foundation 

formwork can be installed in a very short period of time – without 

extensive machine equipment or special tools and with the lowest 

possible number of skilled people.
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Always one step ahead

During the erection of flats for students of a university a future oriented 
planning and construction system was applied. Already during the planning 
phase the exact position of the supply lines was specified down to the 
smallest detail. In order to meet these specifications also at site for walls and 
ceiling passages, wbr produced appropriate metal sheets for the formwork 
sheets, which facilitated the work for the shell workers tremendously: For 
each passage the same system was available with exactly the same diameters 
at the right position.

Each working day at site not only challenges the construction 

company day by day, but also the planners and architects must 

provide with their specifications as much planning reliability as 

possible. The target is to speed the construction project up and 

make it more economic. This means among others to plan the 

piping of the supply lines already in advance and to realize this 

planning exactly at site.

We from wbr have understood. In cooperation with the cons-

truction office digitales bauen (www.digitales-bauen.de) we are 

offering a modular solution for the installation of modern building 

technology systems. With this EC patented processes fire pro-

tection systems, high speed data networks or complete sanitary 

piping can be realized at site in a quick and adequate way. Already 

during the planning phase a coordinated track planning for the 

planned piping and the required cavities is conducted. Based on 

these planning data construction components will be developed 

by means of CAD-CAM processes. During the construction pha-

se they will be delivered just-in-time and installed accordingly to 

the available planning documents.

Together with our partners we are continuously working to be 

in a position for offering our international customers also in the 

future modern, innovative solutions. The quality and variety of 

our piping systems and formwork elements will certainly excite 

you. Get to know the possibilities of the HYDRA® system solu-

tions from wbr. With wbr your projects will be successful. We will 

support you in realizing your ideas. Worldwide. With intelligent  

engineering and custom made products of highest possible quality.  

Just try our competence.
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